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CT231 is the new  
ride-on scrubber dryer 
with large solution (220lt)
and recovery tanks (230lt) 
allowing an extended 
uptime and maximizing 
the performances.

Easy and intuitive, 
CT231 is ideal to work 
in Logistic, Industrial 
and Retail Mall areas.
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The large tanks and the longer runtime make the CT231 highly 
productive and extremely versatile, thus increasing both efficiency 
and uptime.

HIGH 
PRODUCTIVITY

Outstanding productivity 
with 220/230 lt large tanks 
and >5hrs runtime with a 

full charged battery..01

Innovative cylinder brush 
variant, 3 in 1: sweep, wash 

and dry in a single passage, 
collecting the debris in an 
under frame removable 

canister..04

.03
Left and right sides 

brushes for more accurate 
cleaning results.

Central ergonomic driving 
position for excellent 

operator visibility on both 
sides to improve efficiency 

in total safety and comfort..02
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Adjustable pre-set 
programs to respond 

more efficiently to the 
cleaning area conditions..01

Integrated Chemical  
Dosing system  

(optional) for severe  
cleaning conditions..04

.03

Automatic self-leveling 
system keeps constant 

the pressure on the floor, 
ensuring uniform cleanliness 

on uneven surfaces.

Specific V-shape design 
squeegee improving draining 

performances for super
quality results..02

The CT231 ride-on scrubber dryer combines adjustable Pre-Set 
program, with a specific V-shape squeegee and an automatic  
self-leveling brush system to clean hard and soft floor surfaces.

EXCELLENT CLEANING 
PERFORMANCES
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The user-friendly interface allows operators to simplify training.  The smart machine design 
has been studied  to keep everything under control for easy maintenance activities.

INTUITIVE AND EASY 
MAINTENANCE

The Automatic Refilling System 
optimizes the operator time stopping 

the water refelling when the tank is full. .02
Simple start with one button 

and 3 pre-sets program
(Light, Medium, Hard).01

Automatic Spin on/
Spin-off system

for a quick and simple 
brushes replacement..05.04

New ergonomic
drain hoses positions

for easy tanks discharge 
operations.

Daily maintenance
operations are highlighted 

with yellow points for an
easier and intuitive approach..03

EXTRAORDINARY 
MAINTENANCE:
simply lifting the recovery 
and solution tanks for easy 
access to all parts to simplify 
service maintenance.

ORDINARY 
MAINTENANCE:
just lifting the recovery tank,  
the operator has easy access  
to the battery compartments  
for the daily charging process.
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CT231 BT105 CT231 BT100 R SWEEP

CODE LPTB03545 LPTB03546
MAX THEORETICAL
PRODUCTIVITY m²/h 7560 7200

CLEANING PATH mm 1050 1000

WATER TANK CAPACITY 
(SOLUTION RECOVERY) l 220/230 220/230

MAX RUNNING TIME min 300 300

VOLTAGE V-Ah 36 (1x36) - 320 36 (1x36) - 320

INSTALLED POWER W 2780 3060

BRUSH PRESSURE kg 116 37

SQUEEGEE WIDTH mm 1380 1380

MAX SPEED km/h 7,2 7,2

NOISE LEVEL dBA 76 79

WEIGHT 
(WITHOUT BATTERIES) kg 450 475

DIMENSION (LXWXH) mm 2006x1506x1376 2016x1506x1376

SPECIFICATIONS
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IP Cleaning Srl
Viale Treviso, 63

30026 Summaga di Portogruaro (VE) - Italy

Tel. +39 0421 205511 - Fax +39 0421 204227
info@ipcworldwide.com - www.ipcworldwide.com
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